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The Enrichment Program: A Bird’s Eye View 
      As I sit under the rare February sun, a scowl wrinkles my 

brow at the thought of wrestling my passion down onto a piece of 

paper. Dual layers of leather feel flimsy compared to the im-

mense grip of the animal perched on my gloved arm. She is scowl-

ing too. Or it feels that way. Perhaps it is oddly fitting to begin 

writing an article for AWARE by exchanging grimaces with a 

Red-tailed Hawk. Clover lifts her upside-down head and blinks at 

me, her equilibrium forever set askew by suspected secondary 

poisoning from eating poisoned prey. Aside from the comical 

feathery bedhead resulting from the way she now unnaturally 

holds her head, Clover is a robust and animated creature. One 

may wonder what is to become of an animal like Clover that is 

physically unfit to return to the wild. Luckily, the answer is sim-

ple: AWARE’s Enrichment Program.   

     Created in 2011 to improve the quality of life and overall hap-

piness of the nonreleasable wildlife in our care, AWARE’s Enrichment Program has grown to 

include 14 active handlers who dedicate a minimum of one enrichment volunteer shift a week 

(in addition to the mandatory rehabilitation shift expected of any person wishing to enter the 

program) to the daily care and training of AWARE’s wildlife ambassadors, the nonreleasable 

animals that find a forever home with AWARE. The program currently boasts a total of two 

reptiles, eight mammals, and eight raptors—all fondly given names and forever a part of the 
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Director’s Reflections  from  the  Wild  

I am both pleased and thrilled 

to introduce AWARE’s two 

new staff members who recent-

ly started in part-time positions 

at the center. Jessica McKee is 

an undergraduate student ma-

joring in Biology at Georgia 

Gwinnett College. Jessica start-

ed volunteering at AWARE in 

the summer of 2011 as an Ani-

mal Caregiver. She has several 

years of experience with native 

and domestic animals ranging 

anywhere from ferrets to bobcats. She also works as a 

petsitter in the Atlanta metropolitan area. In her spare 

time she cares for her loving pitbull, Chip Monk, her 

silly cat, Meeko DeMouse, and an injured foster every 

now and then. 

 

Anna Raines is a 2014 graduate of Emory University 

with a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology and Environ-

mental Science. In 2014, she conducted research in 

northern Tanzania with the School for International 

Training that focused on wildlife conservation and the 

Dr. Tarah Hadley 

impacts of poaching and the bushmeat trade.  Anna 

worked as an AWARE volunteer for a few years be-

fore she became employed with us. In addition to 

working at AWARE, Anna also works with capuchin 

monkeys at the Language Research Center at Georgia 

State University. At home, Anna spends time with her 

two pitbulls and her ferret, Sullivan. 

 

AWARE is lucky to have two such dedicated, com-

passionate, and experienced staff members. Please 

welcome them if you get the chance to meet them! 

Can you use these photo clues to identify these nine wild  
animals native to Georgia that we treat at AWARE? 

Little Critter’s Corner 

Left: 

Jessica McKee  

Right: 

Anna Raines  

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 

ANSWERS:  1. Raccoon    

2. Box Turtle   3. Blue Jay    

4. Armadillo   5. Red-

shouldered Hawk   6. 

  Bobcat   7. Great Horned 

Owl   8. Striped Skunk    

9. White-tailed deer (fawn) 
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Creature Feature: Raccoons 
Native only to the Americas, raccoons are small mammals weighing approximately 10-30 

pounds that can be identified by the black mask around their eyes and the black rings on their 

bushy tails. They have five toes on each limb. The fact that their hind limbs are longer than 

their front limbs gives them a hunched appearance.   

Intelligent and opportunistic feeders, raccoons tend to forage at night. They “wash” 

their food when a water source is available and frequently inhabit wooded stream 

areas. When water is not available, they handle their food in the same manner. Wild 

raccoons prefer to feed on crayfish, frogs, clams, and snails. Their diet also includes 

insects, slugs, fruits, vegetables, birds, and bird eggs.   

Raccoons build dens that are used for bearing young, for winter 

sleep, and for temporary shelter. In particularly cold weather, 

small groups of raccoons can coexist in the same den. Normally 

raccoons switch dens every few days and rest in trees during 

the day.  

Raccoons are typically solitary creatures except during their 

breeding season between January and June where they may 

pair up for a period of days.  Females build dens in hollow logs, 

tree cavities, or rock clefts to raise their young. Baby raccoons 

are born in litters of two to three kits.  

Urban raccoons are also relatively common, and they utilize similar behaviors to 

raccoons in wild areas. Urban raccoons have adapted to feeding on pet food and 

items from garbage cans. They make dens in any small enclosed area they can find, 

including crawl spaces, chimneys, basements, nesting boxes, and roof holes.  In or-

der to avoid conflict with these creatures, make sure to block entrances to chim-

neys, attics, and other spaces. 

Because raccoons can be carriers of rabies, viruses, and parasites that 

threaten the health of humans and other animals, avoid physical con-

tact with raccoons in the wild. By bringing in pets and pet food, secur-

ing garbage, and keeping up with building repairs, we can reduce the 

frequency of our interactions with raccoons and their dependence on us.  

Peaceful coexistence with raccoons is easily possible. If you encounter a 

raccoon (or any unwanted wildlife) on your property, yell and clap, 

throw a stone or ball in the animal’s direction, or spray it with hose. 

Shaking a can half-filled with coins also works well. This should scare 

off the animal. Raccoons are not dangerous as long as they are not cor-

nered, and like all wildlife, they play an important role in maintaining 

populations of other animals.            By Alexandra Brosius 

Cool Fact: Raccoons are accomplished climbers. They can ascend a tree of any size 
and are able to come down backward or forward. Few animals can descend a tree 

headfirst, but raccoons do this by rotating their hind feet 180 degrees. 
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The Enrichment Program: A Bird’s Eye View 

Continued from: page 1 

AWARE family. The ambassadors form unique bonds with their handlers, and volunteers enter-

ing into the Enrichment Program pledge to remain in the program for at least a year in order to 

minimize stress on the animals.  

     Unfortunately, AWARE is not able to provide sanctuary for every nonreleasable animal we 

rescue (last year we rescued more than 1700 animals!).  However, AWARE does reach out on 

behalf of animals not destined for our program, seeking other wildlife centers and licensed reha-

bilitators throughout the United States to find suitable placement for them. This is where the 

final task of the enrichment handlers comes into play. “We like to send animals in the place-

ment program off with a new set of skills…so that in their time of adjusting, their new trainers 

can have a way to communicate with them” says Marjan Ghadrdan, Ambassador Coordinator 

and founder of the program. Raptors headed to homes at other facilities often are trained how to 

step up to, sit calmly on, and step down from a leather falconry glove; mammals are often han-

dled in approved ‘program holds’ and given daily human interaction. Our placement program 

has been a huge success. Currently, Clover is preparing for her journey to her forever home in 

Florida, and we have a nonreleasable chipmunk (with neurological damage caused by a cat bite) 

headed to New York. 

     “Any animal in captivity should have stimulation,” Marjan says. “AWARE’s nonreleasable 

animals are born wild. They know what it’s like to be free.”  Enrichment is devised to bring in-

trigue to what would otherwise be just a bowl of food or the four walls of an enclosure—it turns 

the mundane into constructive, amusing activities. The enhancement that catnip can provide to 

a bobcat or the comfort that a hideout of fresh evergreen branches can offer to a shy owl are on-

ly a few of countless enrichment ideas on which this program continues to build.  

     As the Enrichment Program surges forward to conquer 2015, AWARE hopes to further build 

on the educational outreach we offer with our beloved ambassadors. One thing is for sure: tours 

will continue and our ambassadors will welcome you with open arms (or wings). Come visit. I 

know one upside-down bird who will be happy to see you.             By Jordan Budnik 

Beowulf, AWARE’s ambassador opossum Enrichment handler Jordan Budnik  
with Tappy, AWARE’s ambassador Barred Owl 
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Wing Beat 
Enjoying Georgia’s Birds 

    If you keep your eyes open, you shouldn’t have 

any trouble spotting one of the many species of 

hawks native to Georgia. Whether in the forest or 

over the freeway, they captivate our attention with 

their speed, agility, and power.  
    The term “hawk” is a common name for several 

species of small- to medium-sized diurnal birds of 

prey. At AWARE, we mostly see Red-tailed Hawks 

and Red-shouldered Hawks, and occasionally the 

less common Broad-winged Hawk. These three spe-

cies are members of a group (genus) of hawks called 

the buteos that have shorter tails, longer wings and 

usually soar over open areas to catch prey on the 

ground. We also treat Cooper’s and Sharp-shinned 

Hawks at AWARE from time to time. These spe-

cies, members of the accipiter genus, are smaller and 

more agile so that they can fly through the forest to 

catch other birds on the wing.  They have longer 

tails, shorter wings and are highly maneuverable.   
     You can identify a Red-tailed Hawk immediately 

by the band of streaky brown feathers across its 

chest, even if it’s an immature bird.  The immature 

bird does not have the trademark red or rufous tail, 

but a dark tail with narrow black bands across it.  

Although the Red-shouldered Hawk may initially 

appear to be an accipiter because of its long tail, its 

rusty-colored shoulder patch is clearly distinctive for 

the adults, and the chest has narrow horizontal or-

ange bands across it.  The juvenile Red-shouldered 

with its streaky brown chest is less easy to distin-

guish, having neither a clear shoulder patch or the 

chest bands, but they do have broad black bands sepa-

rated by narrow white bands on the tail, the same as the 

adults.  Broad-winged Hawks are about the size of a 

crow and adults have broad, equally-sized white and 

black stripes across the tail.  Juveniles are difficult to 

distinguish from Red-shouldered juveniles. 
     Cooper’s Hawks and Sharp-shinned Hawks are very 

similar to each other. The Cooper’s is larger, but that’s a 

relative feature that is hard to differentiate even for ex-

perts. Also, like other raptors, the female is larger than 

the male, so size becomes even more difficult to use in 

identification--a female Sharp-shinned can be as large as 

a male Cooper’s. In general, Cooper’s are about the size 

of a crow, while Sharpies are about the size of a Blue 

Jay. Another, more easily-used feature for separating 

them is the end of the tail. A Cooper’s tail is rounded at 

the end with a broader white stripe, whereas a Sharpie 

has a slightly notched or squared-off tail with a narrow 

white band across it.  Both have slate gray backs and 

rusty, horizontally barred breasts. 
     We are lucky to have healthy populations of many 

species of hawks in Georgia. Next time you see a hawk 

flying overhead, take a moment to see if you can identi-

fy it.            By Jim Wilson 

Identifying Hawks 

Red-shouldered 

Hawk 

Red-tailed Hawk Sharp-shinned Hawk 



 

 

Meet the Ambassadors:   
GAZER and TAPPY the “Love Barreds” 
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Gazer has been with 

AWARE since she was just 

a little ball of feathers. 

Found on the ground walk-

ing in circles, Gazer has 

limited sight and some 

neurological problems. She 

may not navigate her sur-

roundings well sometimes, 

but that doesn’t stop Gazer 

from being a pretty sharp 

bird. She definitely knows 

the routine at AWARE! 

She knows how to get the 

attention of her handlers, 

hooting at them when they 

arrive or when she wants 

some one-on-one time. Of-

ten Gazer’s attentions, 

however, are on AWARE’s 

resident Barred Owl, Tap-

py. 

    Tappy was probably a 

victim of a car collision. 

When he arrived at 

AWARE, in addition to se-

rious head trauma, his vi-

sion was impaired and his 

beak was cracked, requir-

ing many weeks of recovery. Though his beak has healed and he can fly again, he hasn’t re-

gained all of his eyesight. Yet even with his limited sight, his extraordinary hearing allows 

him to follow everything going on around him. You’d never know he wasn’t watching your eve-

ry move!  

    Gazer and Tappy bonded almost immediately. When they were introduced into the same en-

closure, they were soon perching next to each other, preening each other’s feathers. When put 

back into separate enclosures, they’d hoot to each other across the center. We soon realized 

Gazer and Tappy are happier bunking together. Even though we’d found placement for Tappy 

at another facility (already having two Barred Owls at AWARE), we decided we couldn’t send 

him away and break Gazer’s heart. Hopefully, this beautiful pair will be teaching the public 

the importance of wildlife conservation for many years to come.                By Melanie Furr 



 

 

     AWARE is a volunteer-based organization working to 

preserve and restore wildlife and its habitat through edu-

cation and wildlife rehabilitation. We believe that peace-

ful coexistence of humans and wildlife is essential for our 

mutual survival.   
 

     AWARE rescues and rehabilitates about 1,300 wild 

animals each year and returns most of them to the wild. 

In addition, our licensed rehabilitators answer approxi-

mately 10,000 phone calls each year from people with 

wildlife concerns, providing AWARE with opportunities 

to help people better understand, appreciate, and coexist 

with wildlife. Our educational outreach programs, which 

feature our non-releasable ambassador animals, include 

school programs, festivals, fairs, nature centers, commu-

nity events, scout meetings, and anywhere there is an    

audience interested in wildlife. Our non-releasable    am-

bassador animals (bobcat, opossum, flying squirrel,  

snake, turtle, skunks, crows, owls, and hawks) provide a 

face to our lessons on how to peacefully coexist with 

wild animals.   
 

     AWARE is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that 

relies on private contributions of time and money.  

AWARE  receives no government assistance.  

Your donations make our work possible.  

 

Tours given Saturdays  

and Sundays at 1 P.M.  
Donations gladly accepted 

—————————————— 

Book an educational program and meet 

our ambassador animals up close! 

4158 Klondike Road, Lithonia, GA 30038  

(678) 418-1111  

www.AWAREwildlife.org 

Preserving Georgia’s Wildlife through Rehabilitation and Education  
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AWARE’s Wish List 
 Home Depot and Wal-Mart gift cards 

 Towels and linens (no holes or loose threads) 

 Sticky notes, fine-tipped permanent markers 

 Applesauce, mixed fruit baby food 

 Pecan halves or miscellaneous whole nuts 

 Unscented HE laundry detergent and bleach 

 Purina Dog Chow Complete, Friskies Grillers 

Blend Cat Chow, or Friskies Classic Pate 
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